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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention generally relates to the
field of beacon communication system comprising one
or more short-range wireless beacon transmitter devices
and one or more short-range wireless beacon receiver
devices. More specifically, the invention relates to a
short-range wireless beacon communication system with
improved ability to detect passive beacon receiver de-
vices. The invention also relates to an associated com-
munication device, and to an associated method.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Short-range wireless beacons are used at var-
ious sites, such as shops, restaurants, cultural venues
and sport arenas, to attract attention from nearby users
of mobile communication devices such as mobile termi-
nals like smartphones or tablets. The abbreviated notion
mobile devices will be used herein when referring to such
mobile communication devices.
[0003] For instance, the iBeacon technology from Ap-
ple allows for mobile devices to understand their location
on a micro-local scale, and also allows delivery of hyper-
contextual content to the users of mobile devices based
on their current location. The iBeacon technology is
based on the Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) standard, and
more particularly on Generic Access Profile (GAP) ad-
vertising packets. There are several other kinds of short-
range wireless beacon technologies, for instance AltBea-
con, URIBeacon and Eddystone, which are also based
on BLE and GAP.
[0004] A basic short-range wireless beacon system is
shown in Fig 1A. A beacon device B1 repeatedly broad-
casts a short-range wireless beacon advertisement sig-
nal BA1 in a 31-byte GAP BLE packet. The beacon ad-
vertisement signal BA1 contains a 128-bit universally
unique identifier, UUID1. The beacon advertisement sig-
nal BA1 also includes a 32-bit major/minor portion. A lo-
cation or region associated with the beacon device B1 is
represented by the universally unique identifier UUID1,
and in some implementations also by the major/minor
portion. The universally unique identifier UUID1 can
therefore be seen as a beacon broadcast channel upon
which the beacon device B1 makes local broadcasts in-
tended for beacon receivers in the location or region as-
sociated with the beacon device B1.
[0005] A conventional beacon device is typically static
in the sense that it is permanently placed at a stationary
location at a site for which beacon-triggered services are
to be provided. Mobile devices nearby may receive the
short-range wireless beacon advertisement signal BA1 if
they are within the proximity zone, i.e. range, of the bea-
con device B1.
[0006] To this end, each mobile device is provided with
an application program, app, which is configured to han-

dle the received short-range wireless beacon advertise-
ment signals, in this case signal BAi, as addressed by
the respective universally unique identifier contained in
the signals, in this case the UUID1 transmitted by the
beacon device B1. These apps may be handled by the
operating system of the mobile device in different modes.
The most prominent mode is the active mode, in which
the app executes in the foreground, and typically is ca-
pable to interact with the user of the mobile communica-
tion device and also to communicate with another device
or a server via the short-range wireless beacon interface
and/or another communication interface. In Fig 1A, two
mobile devices in the active mode are shown as A1 and
A2. When, for instance, mobile device A1 receives the
beacon advertisement signal BAi, the app in the mobile
device A1 may detect that the UUID1 is contained therein
and use it together with the information in the major/minor
portion as appropriate in some way which is beneficial
to the user and/or the host of the beacon device B1 and
which often involves interaction between the app in the
mobile device A1 and a service provider SP over a com-
munication network NW
[0007] Examples of such beneficial use includes, with-
out limitation, determining a current approximate position
of the mobile device A1 by retrieving a predefined position
of the beacon device B1 from the service provider SP or
by cross reference with local lookup data, or retrieving a
content from the service provider SP.
[0008] A mobile device where the app is in active mode
is referred to as an active mobile device in this document.
An active mobile device A1, A2 may receive and react to
additional transmissions of the beacon advertisement
signal BA1 from the beacon device B1; this may be useful
for instance if the content associated with the host of the
beacon device B1 is updated or changed.
[0009] Furthermore, an active mobile device may re-
ceive and react to beacon advertisement signals from
other beacon devices nearby, such as beacon device B2
in Fig 1A, provided that they are already within the prox-
imity zone of the respective beacon device (see mobile
device A2 with respect to beacon device B2 in Fig 1A),
or move closer to it (mobile device A1 and beacon device
B2). This is so irrespective of whether the different beacon
devices B1 and B2 broadcast on different channels (dif-
ferent UUIDs in the beacon advertisement signals), or
on the same channel (same UUID, UUID1, in the beacon
advertisement signals BA1 and BA2, like in Fig 1A). It is
to be noticed that the same UUID/same single beacon
broadcast channel is very often used for different beacon
devices hosted by the same host, such as within the same
supermarket, arena, fastfood restaurant, etc.
[0010] The operating system of the mobile devices
may also handle apps in a passive mode. A purpose of
the passive mode is power preservation, since the mobile
devices are typically powered by batteries and since it is
a general technical ambition to maximize the operational
time of a mobile device between successive charging
sessions. In the passive mode, the app executes in the
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background or is only installed on the mobile device.
[0011] Transitions between active mode and passive
mode may be based on user interaction, user preference
settings in the app or the operating system, or program
logic in the app or the operating system.
[0012] A mobile device where the app is in passive
mode is referred to as a passive mobile device in this
document. In the passive mode, the app typically cannot
interact with the user via the user interface, nor commu-
nicate with a server or another device - except for the
following. Just like active mobile devices, a nearby pas-
sive mobile device (such as P1 in Fig 1A) may receive a
short-range wireless beacon advertisement signal (such
as BA1) if it is within the proximity zone of the beacon
device in question (e.g. Bi). However, unlike active mo-
bile devices, after a short beacon scanning mode during
which the beacon device B1 is discoverable and also
communication with server or another device is possible,
and unless it switches to active mode, the passive mobile
device P1 will not be able to react to additional transmis-
sions on the beacon broadcast channel UUID1 from the
beacon device B1. Instead, after the short beacon scan-
ning mode (which typically lasts for some seconds, such
as about 10 seconds), the passive mobile device P1 will
be "deaf’ to, i.e. ignore, additional transmissions on the
beacon broadcast channel UUID1 for as long as it stays
in passive mode and continues to detect any advertise-
ment on the beacon broadcast channel UUID1, for in-
stance because it remains within the proximity zone of
the beacon device B1 and continues to detect its beacon
advertisement signal BA1. Only once the passive mobile
device P1 has not received the beacon advertisement
signal BA1, or any other communication, on the beacon
broadcast channel UUID1 for a certain time, such as 1-15
minutes, the passive mobile device P1 will again be sus-
ceptive of the beacon advertisement signal BA1, or any
other communication, on the beacon broadcast channel
UUID1.
[0013] The present inventors have identified several
problems associated with the above.
[0014] It is a problem for the host of the beacon device
B1, since it will prevent the host from advertising for new
or updated content. It is also a problem to the passive
mobile device P1, since it will be deprived of an opportu-
nity to react on the beacon advertisement signal BA1 on
the beacon broadcast channel UUID1 during the period
when it is "deafened out".
[0015] This also means that when there are several
beacon devices nearby, a passive mobile device will be
locked to the beacon device (or more specifically, to its
beacon broadcast channel UUID1) which it first discov-
ered for as long as it stays within that beacon device’s
proximity zone. In the example of Fig 1A, the passive
mobile device P1 has first discovered the first beacon
device B1. It then moves towards and enters into the prox-
imity zone of the second beacon device B2 while remain-
ing within reach of the first beacon device B1. Since the
two beacon devices B1 and B2 broadcast their beacon

advertisement signals BA1 and BA2 on the same beacon
broadcast channel (same UUID1), the passive mobile
device P1 will not be able to discover the second beacon
device B2 and react to its beacon advertisement signal
BA2.
[0016] This is, again, problematic both from the point
of view of the passive mobile device P1 itself and for the
host of the second beacon device B2, for the reasons
explained above. In addition to this, the host of the second
beacon device B2 will not be able to track the movement
of the passive mobile device P1 and broadcast an adapt-
ed service offer to the user of the passive mobile device
P1 as a result of the movement (such as, for instance,
offering a first content when the user is in a first subarea
where the first beacon device B1 is located and a differ-
ent, second content when the user is in a second subarea
where the second beacon device B2 is located).
[0017] Moreover, if the app in the passive mobile de-
vice uses beacon-based localization functionality, the
passive mobile device will not be able to update its esti-
mated location caused by the movement, since the sec-
ond beacon device B2 will not be detected when the pas-
sive mobile device P1 is still within range of the first bea-
con device B1.
[0018] In recent time, applications have been intro-
duced which are based on mobile beacon devices rather
than stationary. For instance, the present applicant has
taken leadership in developing a new beacon-based
technology which considerably facilitates for users of mo-
bile devices which are proximate to each other to interact
by, for instance, sharing content or conducting social me-
dia interaction.
[0019] The technology, which can be referred to as a
"bubble" concept, is based on short-range wireless bea-
con broadcast messaging for establishing a dynamic,
proximity-based network. Interaction between the users
of the mobile devices in the network is supported by
broadband communication with a server. Details are dis-
closed in the Swedish patent applications SE 1451203-2
"COMMUNICATION DEVICE FOR IMPROVED SHAR-
ING OF CONTENT", SE 1400535-9 "SELECTIVE USER
INTERACTION IN A DYNAMIC, PROXIMITY-BASED
GROUP OF WIRELESS COMMUNICATION DEVIC-
ES", SE 1451433-5 "DYNAMIC TIMING FOR IM-
PROVED COMMUNICATION HANDLING BETWEEN
COMMUNICATION DEVICES", SE 1451509-2 "COM-
MUNICATION DEVICE FOR IMPROVED ESTABLISH-
ING OF A CONNECTION BETWEEN DEVICES" and SE
1550486-3 "TEMPORARY PROXIMITY BASED LI-
CENSE FOR APPLICATION ACCESS".
[0020] A short-range wireless beacon system based
on mobile beacon devices is shown in Fig 1B. While it
can generally be used for various different purposes, the
system in Fig 1B is advantageously used for implement-
ing the above-mentioned bubble concept. To this end,
each mobile device A1, A2, A3, P1 is provided with an app
which (together with the operating system and hardware
in the mobile device) is configured to handle transmission
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as well as reception of short-range wireless beacon ad-
vertisement signals. Hence, unlike the basic static bea-
con system in Fig 1A, in the bubble system of Fig 1B,
each mobile device can act as a beacon transmitting de-
vice as well as a beacon receiving device. In Fig 1B, the
mobile device A1 is in active mode and repeatedly broad-
casts its short-range wireless beacon advertisement sig-
nal BA1, containing the 128-bit universally unique iden-
tifier UUID1 as a beacon broadcast channel indicator and
a device identifier uidA1 within the 32-bit major/minor por-
tion of the beacon advertisement signal.
[0021] Other active mobile devices A2, A3 within the
proximity zone PZ1 of the mobile device BA1 can receive
the beacon advertisement signal BA1, read the UUID1
and the uidA1, and as a result contact a system server
SS over a communication network NW. The app in the
receiving mobile device may decide, for instance based
on user interaction, user preference settings and/or pro-
gram logic in the app, to join the bubble of the mobile
device A1, wherein the system server SS will register the
receiving mobile device as belonging to the bubble of the
mobile device A1. This is seen for the active mobile de-
vices A2 and A3 in Fig 1B. The users of the bubble mem-
bers A1-A3 may then, for instance, share content or con-
duct social media interaction supported by a system serv-
er SS and/or a service provider SP over the communi-
cation network NW
[0022] There may also be passive mobile devices with-
in the proximity zone PZ1 of the active mobile device A1.
This is seen for a passive mobile device P1 in Fig 1B.
The passive mobile device P1 will also receive the beacon
advertisement signal BA1 on the UUID1 channel. How-
ever, if the mobile device Pi remains in passive mode, it
will not be able to react to additional transmissions on
the beacon broadcast channel UUID1 from the active
mobile device A1 for the reasons explained above with
respect to Fig 1A. The passive mobile device P1 will there-
fore not be susceptive of additional transmissions of the
beacon advertisement signal BA1 from the active mobile
device A1 for as long as it stays within its proximity zone
PZ1.
[0023] This problematic situation is complicated further
by the fact that in a bubble system, all active mobile de-
vices are potential senders as well as receivers of beacon
advertisement signals. As seen in Fig 1C, the other active
mobile devices A2 and A3 may also send respective bea-
con advertisement signal BA2 and BA3 to generate a re-
spective bubble of nearby mobile devices within their re-
spective proximity zones PZ2 and PZ3. These transmis-
sions typically occur on the same common beacon broad-
cast channel UUID1, wherein the transmissions are in-
dividualized by including a respective device identifier
uidA2 and uidA3 within the 32-bit major/minor portion of
the respective beacon advertisement signal BA2 and
BA3.
[0024] While the active mobile devices A1 and A3 may
react to the beacon advertisement signal BA2 and hence
join the bubble of the active mobile devices A2 (and cor-

respondingly for the active mobile devices A1 and A2 with
respect to the active mobile device A3), this is not so for
the passive mobile device Pi since it has already detected
the beacon advertisement signal BA1 of the first active
mobile device A1 and thus been deafened out on the
beacon broadcast channel UUID1.
[0025] A problem from the point of view of the passive
mobile device P1 is that it will not have any opportunity
to hear the beacon advertisement signals BA2 or BA3 on
the common beacon broadcast channel UUID1 and as
a result not be given any opportunity to join other bubbles
than the bubble of the first active mobile device A1. A
problem from the point of view of the active mobile de-
vices A2 and A3 is correspondingly that they will not be
aware of the presence of the passive mobile device P1
within their proximity zones PZ2 and PZ3, nor announce
their availability as bubble creators to the passive mobile
device P1.
[0026] As is clear from the above descriptions of the
exemplifying situations in Figs 1A-1C, the present inven-
tors have identified several problem with beacon systems
of the prior art, both ones that are based on one or more
static beacon devices, and those that are based on mo-
bile beacon devices.
[0027] One possible solution that could have been con-
sidered by those of ordinary skill in the art would be to
use difference beacon broadcast channels for the differ-
ent beacon devices. Beacon device B1/active mobile de-
vice A1 would use a first beacon broadcast channel
UUID1, beacon device B1/active mobile device A2 would
use a second beacon broadcast channel UUID2, active
mobile device A3 would use a third beacon broadcast
channel UUID3, and so on. However, this is not attractive
for manufacturers of operating systems for mobile devic-
es, since it would require enormous resources to allocate
unique beacon broadcast channels to all possible beacon
devices/mobile devices. In reality, an operating system
manufacturer typically only allows for a few different
UUIDs to be used by a certain mobile device app, which
renders this solution clearly unfeasible.
[0028] Another possible solution that could have been
considered by those of ordinary skill in the art would be
to use push messages from a central instance via a net-
work, such as the service provider SP or system server
SS via the communication network NW in Figs 1A-1C,
to reach all mobile devices in a certain proximity zone.
This would however have several disadvantages in itself.
All mobile devices would have to monitor for such push
messages on a frequent basis, which would require both
modification of all mobile devices and increase of the
power consumption. Adding a push notification service
would require registering the app to push notification and
also implementing some appropriate push notification
code at the back end of the system, which of course has
an expense. Also, uncertainty as regards when the user
can be reached by a notification in time would be intro-
duced, since push notification messages cannot be guar-
anteed to arrive.
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[0029] As will be clear from the following description,
the present inventors have instead invented a different
solution which will solve, eliminate, alleviate, mitigate or
reduce at least some of the problems referred to above.
[0030] US 2015/289207 A1 discloses systems, meth-
ods and computer program products for controlling op-
eration of wireless beacons, such as Bluetooth Low En-
ergy beacons. Multiple beacons may be controlled cen-
trally or may work together in a cooperative fashion such
that related advertisement signals are transmitted by
each beacon in a cooperative fashion to allow, for exam-
ple, long-term indoor tracking of mobile devices in stand-
by, locked, or sleep modes or with applications in back-
ground or non-execution states.
[0031] US 2015/278867 A1 discloses a beacon device
comprising a memory, a processor, and one or more first
wireless transceivers is disclosed. The processor re-
trieves, from the memory, a list of entries of identification
information related to a plurality of entities. The processor
selects the one or more first wireless transceivers. The
processor divides the list of entries of identification infor-
mation into one or more sub-lists. Each of the one or
more sub-lists corresponds to a selected one of the first
wireless transceivers. The processor instructs the select-
ed one or more first wireless transceivers to repeatedly
cycle through broadcasting each of the entries in the des-
ignated sub-list in successive first time intervals. The
transmitted entries are to be received and to be proc-
essed by one or more receiving devices in a second time
interval equal to or greater than a minimum beacon
broadcast interval.
[0032] US 2013/339438 A1 discloses methods and de-
vices for communicating in a communication system. In
one aspect, methods and devices for group based ac-
cess control of machine to machine devices for wireless
communication are described. One method includes
forming a machine-to-machine (M2M) group identifier
based on a M2M service category. The method further
includes associating the M2M group identifier with at
least one wireless device. The method further includes
transmitting data intended for receipt by the M2M group,
the data including the M2M group identifier.

SUMMARY

[0033] It is accordingly an object of the invention to
offer improvements in the technical field of short-range
wireless beacon communication systems, and to solve,
eliminate, alleviate, mitigate or reduce at least some of
the problems referred to above.
[0034] The invention is specified by the independent
claims. Embodiments of the invention are specified in the
dependent claims.
[0035] Hence, a beacon communication system and a
method with improved ability to detect passive beacon
receiver devices have been provided.
[0036] Other aspects, objectives, features and advan-
tages of the disclosed embodiments will appear from the

following detailed disclosure, from the attached depend-
ent claims as well as from the drawings. Generally, all
terms used in the claims are to be interpreted according
to their ordinary meaning in the technical field, unless
explicitly defined otherwise herein.
[0037] All references to "a/an/the [element, device,
component, means, step, etc]" are to be interpreted
openly as referring to at least one instance of the element,
device, component, means, step, etc., unless explicitly
stated otherwise. The steps of any method disclosed
herein do not have to be performed in the exact order
disclosed, unless explicitly stated.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0038]

Fig 1A illustrates a basic short-range wireless bea-
con system having at least one static-location bea-
con device and a plurality of mobile devices acting
as beacon receivers.
Figs 1B-1C illustrates an alternative short-range
wireless beacon system having a plurality of mobile
devices acting as beacon transmitters as well as
beacon receivers.
Fig 2 illustrates a general method according to the
invention of operating a short-range wireless beacon
communication system with improved ability to de-
tect passive beacon receiver devices.
Figs 3A-3C are illustrations of a chain of events oc-
curring in a beacon system generally designed ac-
cording to one embodiment of the system in Fig 1A
when being subjected to the operating method of Fig
2.
Figs 4A-4C are illustrations of a chain of events oc-
curring in a beacon system generally designed ac-
cording to another embodiment of the system in Fig
1A when being subjected to the operating method
of Fig 2.
Figs 5A-5C are illustrations of a chain of events oc-
curring in a beacon system generally designed ac-
cording to an embodiment of the system in Figs 1B-
1C when being subjected to the operating method
of Fig 2.
Figs 6A and 6B are schematic views of a mobile com-
munication device according to two respective em-
bodiments.
Fig 7 is a schematic view of components of the mo-
bile communication device in Figs 6A or 6B.
Fig 8 is a schematic view of a computer-readable
medium.
Fig 9 is a schematic view of components of a beacon
device.
Figs 10A and 10B are schematic timeline charts il-
lustrating exemplifying operation of the beacon sys-
tem in Figs 5A-5C.
Fig 11 is a graph diagram illustrating relation infor-
mation managed by a system server about mobile
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devices in the beacon system in Figs 5A-5C.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0039] The disclosed embodiments will now be de-
scribed more fully hereinafter with reference to the ac-
companying drawings, in which certain embodiments of
the invention are shown. This invention may, however,
be embodied in many different forms and should not be
construed as limited to the embodiments set forth herein;
rather, these embodiments are provided by way of ex-
ample so that this disclosure will be thorough and com-
plete, and will fully convey the scope of the invention to
those skilled in the art. Like numbers refer to like elements
throughout.
[0040] Fig 2 illustrates a general method 200 of oper-
ating a short-range wireless beacon communication sys-
tem with improved ability to detect passive beacon re-
ceiver devices. The method may be applied, for instance,
in the short-range wireless beacon communication sys-
tem shown in Fig 1A, or in the short-range wireless bea-
con communication system shown in Figs 1B-1C.
[0041] In a first step 210, at least one short-range wire-
less beacon transmitter device repeatedly transmits a
short-range wireless beacon advertisement signal on a
first beacon broadcast channel. This represents the nor-
mal modus operandi of any typical short-range wireless
beacon communication system. In Fig 1A, step 210 may
correspond to the beacon device B1 repeatedly transmit-
ting its short-range wireless beacon advertisement signal
BA1 on the first beacon broadcast channel UUID1. Sim-
ilarly, in Fig 1B, step 210 may correspond to the first
active mobile device A1 repeatedly transmitting its short-
range wireless beacon advertisement signal BA1 on the
first beacon broadcast channel UUID1.
[0042] As explained above, the transmission of the
short-range wireless beacon advertisement signal BA1
on the first beacon broadcast channel UUID1 will cause
reactions from other active mobile devices A1-A2 (Fig
1A)/A2-A3 (Fig 1B) in the proximity zone PZ1. The trans-
mission on the first beacon broadcast channel UUID1
may also be detected by one or more passive mobile
devices P1 in the proximity zone PZ1. However, as ex-
plained above in the Background section, each passive
mobile device P1 will then not be susceptive of, i.e. re-
active to, additional transmissions on the first beacon
broadcast channel UUID1 as long as it remains within
reach of the sending beacon device B1/first active mobile
device A1. The subsequent step 220 of the general in-
ventive method addresses this situation.
[0043] In step 220, a short-range wireless beacon
transmitter device in the beacon system is caused to tem-
porarily transmit a short-range wireless beacon refresh
signal on a second beacon broadcast channel. As seen
in step 230, the beacon refresh signal will cause one or
more short-range wireless beacon receiver devices be-
ing in a passive mode, e.g. the aforementioned passive
mobile device P1, to enter into a short-range wireless

beacon scanning mode. This will in effect serve as a poke
signal to awake the passive mobile device from its deaf-
ened condition, and hence again allow it to receive wire-
less beacon advertisement signals on the first beacon
broadcast channel during the beacon scanning mode
and potentially switch to active mode.
[0044] Figs 3A-3C illustrate what happens to one em-
bodiment of the beacon system in Fig 1A when subjected
to the operating method of Fig 2. In this embodiment, the
beacon system only has a single, static-location beacon
device B1. The situation in step 210 is represented by
Fig 3A; the beacon device B1 repeatedly transmits its
short-range wireless beacon advertisement signal BA1
on the first beacon broadcast channel UUID1. Active mo-
bile devices A1-A2 may receive and react upon the bea-
con advertisement signal BA1 as previously discussed.
Passive mobile device P1 may detect the transmission
of the short-range wireless beacon advertisement signal
BA1 on the first beacon broadcast channel UUID1, but
unless it switches to active mode, it will be temporarily
deafened out from reacting on further transmissions on
the first beacon broadcast channel UUID1.
[0045] The situation in step 220 is represented by Fig
3B. Here, the beacon device B1 temporarily suspends
transmission on the first beacon broadcast channel
UUID1 and instead switches to transmit a short-range
wireless beacon refresh signal BR1 on a second beacon
broadcast channel UUID2, where UUID2 is different from
UUID1.
[0046] The situation in step 230 is represented by Fig
3C. The beacon refresh signal BR1 from step 220 will
have awakened the passive mobile device P1 from its
deafened condition and caused it to enter into the short-
range wireless beacon scanning mode. Meanwhile, the
beacon device B1 has resumed its ordinary transmission
of the wireless beacon advertisement signal BA1 on the
first beacon broadcast channel UUID1. Hence, since it
has now been caused into the beacon scanning mode,
the passive mobile device P1 will again be able to receive
the wireless beacon advertisement signal BA1 on the first
beacon broadcast channel UUID1, and potentially switch
to active mode from the beacon scanning mode. This is
illustrated in Fig 3C as the former passive mobile device
Pi now being an active mobile device A1’.
[0047] Figs 4A-4C illustrate what happens to another
embodiment of the beacon system in Fig 1A when sub-
jected to the operating method of Fig 2. In this embodi-
ment, the beacon system still has the static-location bea-
con device B1 which repeatedly transmits its short-range
wireless beacon advertisement signal BA1 on the first
beacon broadcast channel UUID1, see Fig 4A and step
210 in Fig 2. Active mobile devices A1-A2 may receive
and react upon the beacon advertisement signal BA1 as
previously discussed. Passive mobile device P1 may de-
tect the transmission of the short-range wireless beacon
advertisement signal BA1 on the first beacon broadcast
channel UUID1, but again, unless it switches to active
mode, it will be temporarily deafened out from reacting
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on further transmissions on the first beacon broadcast
channel UUID1.
[0048] The situation in step 220 is represented by Fig
4B. Unlike in the previous embodiment (Fig 3B), the bea-
con device B1 in Fig 4B continues to transmit its short-
range wireless beacon advertisement signal BA1 on the
first beacon broadcast channel UUID1. Instead, a sepa-
rate beacon device B2 is provided to temporarily transmit
a short-range wireless beacon refresh signal BR2 on a
second beacon broadcast channel UUID2, where UUID2
again is different from UUID1. The separate beacon de-
vice B2 may be a static-location beacon device, like the
ordinary beacon device B1, or it may be a mobile device,
like any of the mobile devices A1-A2 when being enabled
to act as short-range wireless beacon transmitter devices
as well as short-range wireless beacon receiver devices
(i.e., like the active mobile devices A1-A3 referred to in
conjunction with Figs 1B-1C above).
[0049] The transmission of the wireless beacon refresh
signal BR2 on the second beacon broadcast channel
UUID2 by the separate beacon device B2 will cause
awakening of the passive mobile device P1, as previously
discussed, even when the transmission of the short-
range wireless beacon advertisement signal BA1 by the
ordinary beacon device B1 continues uninterrupted on
the first beacon broadcast channel UUID1. Hence, since
it has now been caused into the beacon scanning mode,
the passive mobile device P1 will again be able to receive
the wireless beacon advertisement signal BA1 on the first
beacon broadcast channel UUID1, and potentially switch
to active mode from the beacon scanning mode. Similarly
to Fig 3C, this is illustrated in Fig 4C as the former passive
mobile device P1 now being an active mobile device A1’.
[0050] One additional advantage of applying the
present invention particularly to a beacon system like the
ones shown in Fig 1A, i.e. where several static beacon
devices are sending beacon advertisement signals on
the same beacon broadcast channel, is that it will be eas-
ier for the host of the beacon devices, or the designer of
the beacon system, to put the beacon devices closer to
each other. By repeatedly awakening passive mobile de-
vices in the beacon system, the chances of them reacting
to different beacon devices while moving are increased.
[0051] Figs 5A-5C illustrate what happens to an em-
bodiment of the beacon system in Figs 1B-1C when sub-
jected to the operating method of Fig 2. In this embodi-
ment, the beacon system is based on mobile devices
which are capable of acting both as short-range wireless
beacon receiver devices and, when in active mode, as
short-range wireless beacon transmitter devices. As has
already been explained, the system in Figs 1B-1C is pref-
erably used for implementing the above-mentioned bub-
ble concept.
[0052] The situation in step 210 of Fig 2 is represented
by Fig 5A. One or more of the active mobile devices re-
peatedly transmit a short-range wireless beacon adver-
tisement signal on the first beacon broadcast channel
UUID1. More specifically, in the situation in Fig 5A, first

and second active mobile devices A1-A2 both repeatedly
broadcasts its respective short-range wireless beacon
advertisement signals BA1 and BA2, both containing the
128-bit universally unique identifier UUID1 as the beacon
broadcast channel indicator. The beacon advertisement
signals BA1 and BA2 are individualized by the device
identifiers uidA1 and uidA2, respectively, as previously
discussed.
[0053] Active mobile devices nearby, including the ac-
tive mobile devices A1 and A2 as well as other active
mobile devices within the respective proximity zone, may
receive and react upon the respective beacon advertise-
ment signal BA1 and BA2, as previously discussed. Pas-
sive mobile device P1 may detect the transmission of the
short-range wireless beacon advertisement signal BA1
or BA2 on the first beacon broadcast channel UUID1, but
unless it switches to active mode, it will be temporarily
deafened out from reacting on further transmissions on
the first beacon broadcast channel UUID1.
[0054] The situation in step 220 of Fig 2 is represented
by Fig 5B. Here, one of the active mobile devices A1 and
A2 temporarily suspends transmission on the first beacon
broadcast channel UUID1 and instead switches to trans-
mit a short-range wireless beacon refresh signal BR2 on
a second beacon broadcast channel UUID2, where
UUID2 is different from UUID1. More specifically, in Fig
5B, the second active mobile device A2 is the one that
temporarily switches to transmission of the beacon re-
fresh signal BR2 on the second beacon broadcast chan-
nel UUID2.
[0055] The situation in step 230 is represented by Fig
5C. The beacon refresh signal BR2 from the second ac-
tive mobile device A2 in step 220 will have awakened the
passive mobile device P1 from its deafened condition and
caused it to enter into the short-range wireless beacon
scanning mode. Meanwhile, the second active mobile
device A2 may have resumed its ordinary transmission
of the wireless beacon advertisement signal BA2 on the
first beacon broadcast channel UUID1. Hence, both the
first and the second active mobile devices A1 and A2 are
again transmitting their wireless beacon advertisement
signals BA1 and BA2 on the first beacon broadcast chan-
nel UUID1. Moreover, additional active mobile devices,
such as a third active mobile device A3 as seen in Fig
5C, may have appeared to transmit its or their wireless
beacon advertisement signal(s) BA3 on the first beacon
broadcast channel UUID1.
[0056] As a result, since it has now been caused into
the beacon scanning mode by the beacon refresh signal
BR2 from the second active mobile device A2 in step 220,
the passive mobile device P1 will in step 230 again be
able to receive any of the wireless beacon advertisement
signals BA1- BA3 on the first beacon broadcast channel
UUID1, and potentially switch to active mode from the
beacon scanning mode. This is illustrated in Fig 5C as
the former passive mobile device P1 now being an active
mobile device A1’.
[0057] In an alternative embodiment, the temporary
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transmission of the short-range wireless beacon refresh
signal on the second beacon broadcast channel UUID2
is made by a separate beacon device (like beacon device
B2 in Fig 4B), wherein all of the active mobile devices
A1-A3 may transmit only beacon advertisement signals
and solely on the first beacon broadcast channel UUID1.
[0058] The beacon refresh signal transmitting device
B1; B2; A2 may be configured to transmit the short-range
wireless beacon refresh signal BR1; BR2 on the second
beacon broadcast channel UUID2 at a defined occasion.
[0059] Such a defined occasion may for instance be
the occurrence of a predefined time value being moni-
tored by the beacon refresh signal transmitting device
B1; B2; A2. Hence, in the exemplifying situations in Figs
3A-3C, 4A-4C and 5A-5C, the ordinary static-location
beacon device B1, the separate beacon device B2 or the
active mobile device A2 may be configured to determine
when a current value from an internal or external clock
device matches the predefined time value. The prede-
fined time value may be cyclic in the sense that it states
a time value in seconds and/or minutes (and/or possibly
hours), which thus occurs repeatedly throughout the
course of a day.
[0060] Alternatively, a defined occasion may for in-
stance be the expiration of a predefined timer value being
monitored by the beacon refresh signal transmitting de-
vice B1; B2; A2. Hence, in the exemplifying situations in
Figs 3A-3C, 4A-4C and 5A-5C, the ordinary static-loca-
tion beacon device B1, the separate beacon device B2
or the active mobile device A2 may be configured to set
an internal or external timer device and determine when
it expires.
[0061] The predefined time value or timer value may
have been provided to the beacon refresh signal trans-
mitting device B1; B2; A2 upon manufacture of the device,
upon installation of certain software therein (such as the
aforementioned bubble app), or by subsequent configu-
ration by the user of the device.
[0062] In turn, the predefined time value or timer value
may be stated in or derived from information contained
in refresh control data RCD sent by a server in the form
of a system server SS, service provider SP or any other
external device to the beacon refresh signal transmitting
device B1; B2; A2. Reception of such refresh control data
RCD is schematically indicated in Figs 3B, 4B and 5B.
[0063] Alternatively, such refresh control data from the
system server SS, service provider SP or another exter-
nal device to the beacon refresh signal transmitting de-
vice B1; B2; A2 may contain a refresh command. Recep-
tion of the refresh command will then trigger the beacon
refresh signal transmitting device B1; B2; A2 to enter step
220 in Fig 2, i.e. to transmit the short-range wireless bea-
con refresh signal BR1; BR2 on the second beacon broad-
cast channel UUID2.
[0064] More advanced criteria for generating the bea-
con refresh signal may apply, particularly for embodi-
ments which are based on a beacon system like the ones
shown in Figs 1B-C and 5A-C, i.e. where several mobile

devices may act both as short-range wireless beacon
receiver devices and as short-range wireless beacon
transmitter devices. This aspect will be returned to later
on in this document. Reference is first made to Figs 10A
and 10B, which illustrate two different exemplifying time-
line charts for the embodiment shown in Figs 5A-C.
[0065] In Fig 10A, the first active mobile device A1
broadcasts its short-range wireless beacon advertise-
ment signal BA1 on the first beacon broadcast channel
UUID1 in step S10. It is received by the second active
mobile device A2 (that may have broadcasted its own
wireless beacon advertisement signal BA2 prior to this;
not shown in Fig 10A but seen in Fig 5A).
[0066] The short-range wireless beacon advertise-
ment signal BA1 from the first active mobile device A1 is
also received by the passive mobile device P1. In re-
sponse, the passive mobile device P1 registers this by
transmitting in step S12 a report to the system server SS
over the communication network NW. In step S14, the
system server SS registers that active mobile device A1
has been heard by passive mobile device P1.
[0067] As seen at S16, even though having heard the
beacon advertisement signal BA1 from the first active
mobile device A1, the passive mobile device P1 decides
not to enter active mode but remains in passive mode.
As a result, the passive mobile device Pi will be deafened
out from reacting to any further transmissions on the first
beacon broadcast channel UUID1, as previously dis-
cussed.
[0068] Nevertheless, as seen at S18 and thanks to the
prior registration by the system server SS in step S14,
the first active mobile device A1 may enquire the system
server SS about which passive mobile devices that have
heard its the beacon advertisement signal BA1. In re-
sponse, the system server SS will inform the enquiring
first active mobile device A1 in step S20 about the fact
that the passive mobile device P1 has reported that it has
heard the first active mobile device A1.
[0069] In step S22, the second active mobile device
A2 determines that it is appropriate to send a beacon
refresh signal BR2 instead of the normal beacon adver-
tisement signal BA2. In one embodiment, this determina-
tion is made based on the fact that the second active
mobile device A2 detected the first active mobile device’s
A1 transmission of the beacon advertisement signal BA1
in step S10. Since this broadcast was made on the same
channel UUID1 as the second active mobile device’s A2
uses for its own broadcast of the advertisement signal
BA2, the second active mobile device A2 can conclude
that there is a risk for passive device(s) nearby having
been deafened out by the other transmitter (device A1)
on the common beacon broadcast channel UUID1.
[0070] In another embodiment, the determination
about the need for refresh in step S22 is made based on
that no passive mobile devices have reported hearing of
the beacon advertisement signal BA2 (cf steps S12-S14
for the beacon advertisement signal BA1 of the first active
mobile device A1). The second active mobile device A2
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may determine this fact by sending an enquiry to the sys-
tem server SS, corresponding to the enquiry made by
the first active mobile device A1 in step S18 as described
above.
[0071] The second active mobile device A2 executes
the refresh in step S24 by transmitting the beacon refresh
signal BR2 on the second beacon broadcast channel
UUID2. When the passive mobile device P1 detects the
beacon refresh signal BR2 on the second beacon broad-
cast channel UUID2, it will enter into the beacon scanning
mode, as seen at S26 and as previously discussed.
[0072] The passive mobile device P1 will thus be able
to hear and react on further transmissions on the first
beacon broadcast channel UUID1 during the beacon
scanning mode, in the form of beacon advertisement sig-
nals BA1-BA3 from the active mobile devices A1-A3 cur-
rently in the beacon system, see steps S28 and S30.
[0073] As a result, the passive mobile device P1 may
decide to enter active mode in step S32 and thus enjoy
the full functionality (e.g. bubble services) provided in the
beacon system.
[0074] The timeline chart in Fig 10B differs from the
above in that in this latter example, the passive device
P1 does not decide to enter active mode after having
been awakened by the refresh signal. Still, valuable func-
tionality is provided to participants of the beacon system,
as will now be described.
[0075] The functionality up to and including step S28
is identical between Figs 10A and 10B.
[0076] In Fig 10B, even though the passive mobile de-
vice Pi does not decide to enter active mode, it is still in
the beacon scanning mode (S26) when receiving the
beacon advertisement signal BA2 of the second active
mobile device A2, as sent in step S28. As a result, the
passive mobile device P1 will report to the system server
SS in step S30 that it heard the second active mobile
device A2, and the system server SS will register this in
step S32.
[0077] The passive mobile device P1 exits the beacon
scanning mode and resumes passive mode in step S34.
As a result, it will not be able to react on the beacon
advertisement signal BA3 from the third active mobile
device A3, as subsequently sent in step S38. From the
point of view of the third active mobile device A3, the
passive mobile device P1 would seem to be invisible.
However, the third active mobile device A3 has previously
received the beacon advertisement signal BA1 from the
first active mobile device A1, step S36, as well as the
beacon advertisement signal BA2 from the second active
mobile device A2, step S28. The third active mobile de-
vice A3 may use this knowledge to enquire the system
server in step S40 about what passive mobile devices
that have reported in as a result of hearing the beacon
advertisement signal from one or all of the other active
mobile devices A1, A2 in the beacon system.
[0078] The system server SS will respond to the en-
quiry in step S42, wherein the third active mobile device
A3 will discover that the passive mobile device Pi is in-

deed present in the beacon system, even though not hav-
ing reported hearing the third active mobile device A3
itself. Hence, the third active mobile device A3 will be
given an approximation of the current bubble when it
comes to passive mobile devices currently present there-
in.
[0079] It is to be noticed that the functionality described
above, i.e. for providing an active mobile device (e.g. A3)
with an approximation of the current bubble when it
comes to passive mobile devices currently present there-
in, may very well be used in a beacon communication
system in which short-range wireless beacon refresh sig-
nals on a second beacon broadcast channel are not used
or do not exist. In other words, the functionality described
above for providing an approximation of the current bub-
ble may be used in beacon communication systems of
the conventional type which use beacon advertisement
signals only.
[0080] In one embodiment, the enquiry in step S40 will
be made only for the one among the other active mobile
devices A1, A2 which according to relative location infor-
mation available to the enquiring third active mobile de-
vice A3 can be assumed to be closest to the third active
mobile device A3. The rationale for this is that the closest
other active mobile device can be expected to have the
highest likelihood of having detected passive mobile de-
vices which are relevant to (i.e. nearby) the enquiring
third active mobile device A3. In one embodiment, db
range information included in the beacon advertisement
signals BA1, BA2 from the other active mobile devices
A1, A2 is used as such relative location information.
[0081] Corresponding reporting by passive mobile de-
vices to the system server about them having heard a
beacon refresh signal from any of the active mobile de-
vices on the second beacon broadcast channel UUID2
may be made, i.e. like in steps S12-S14 and S30-S32,
but for the hearing of the beacon refresh signal instead
of the beacon advertisement signal. Hence, enquiries
corresponding to steps S18-S20 and S40-S42 may be
made to the system server SS by any of the active mobile
devices. Such enquiry responses may then include in-
formation about passive devices having heard an active
mobile device on the first beacon broadcast channel
UUID1, on the second beacon broadcast channel UUID2,
or both.
[0082] Such registration by the system server SS of
passive mobile devices having heard a beacon refresh
signal from an active mobile device can be used for in-
telligent scheduling of when it is appropriate for a specific
active mobile device to send a (new) beacon refresh sig-
nal (like in step S22). The functionality will now be de-
scribed with reference to Fig 11.
[0083] Each time a passive mobile device P1, P2, P3
hears a beacon refresh signal BRi, BR2 from an active
mobile devices A1, A2 on the second beacon broadcast
channel UUID2, it reports this to the system server SS
as previously described for step S12 or S30 in Figs 10A-
B. The system server SS registers this like in step S14
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or S32 by creating, in a data structure 1100, a relation
e.g. in the form of a logical link 1110 between the passive
mobile device, e.g. P1, and the active mobile device, e.g.
A1, from which it heard the beacon refresh signal, e.g.
BR1. With the link 1110 the system server SS also reg-
isters a current time time1 and a signal strength value
db1 as perceived by the reporting passive mobile device
P1.
[0084] When a passive mobile device P1, P2, P3 no
longer receives beacon refresh signals from an active
mobile device on the second beacon broadcast channel
UUID2, it again reports this to the system server SS by
way of an unheard message similar to the heard report
previously described for step S12 or S30 in Figs 10A-B.
The system server SS will then remove the logical link
between the active mobile device and passive mobile
device. This is seen for the active mobile device A2 and
passive mobile device P3 in Fig 11, the logical link 1120
being removed is indicated by a dashed line.
[0085] Each active mobile device may enquire the sys-
tem server SS for information pertaining to passive mo-
bile devices being associated therewith on the second
beacon broadcast channel UUID2 by sending an enquiry
like in step S18 or S40 in Figs 10A-B. When the enquiring
active mobile device, e.g. A2, notices from the information
in the enquiry response (like in S20 or S42 in Figs 10A-
B) that there are currently no passive mobile devices as-
sociated with it (link 1120 in Fig 11 having been removed)
as regards the second beacon broadcast channel
UUID2, or at least less than a threshold number of pas-
sive mobile devices associated with it, the enquiring ac-
tive mobile device A2 may determine that it is now ap-
propriate to make a new refresh by sending the beacon
refresh signal BR2 on the second beacon broadcast
channel UUID2.
[0086] Since the data structure 1100 contains time in-
formation time1, time2, time3, time4 about when the re-
spective registration was made, the system server SS
may detect when the time elapsed since registration ex-
ceeds a threshold value, and "manually" (i.e. without re-
ceiving a report from a passive mobile device) remove
the logical link between the active mobile device and pas-
sive mobile device. This may be useful to prevent mis-
alignment in the data structure 1100 due to failure by the
passive mobile device to send the unheard report, or fail-
ure by the system server SS to receive and duly register
the report.
[0087] Corresponding registrations and data structure
1100 may be made by the system server SS for passive
mobile devices hearing the beacon advertisement sig-
nals from active mobile devices on the beacon advertise-
ment channel UUID1.
[0088] Figs 6A and 6B generally show a mobile, or
wireless, communication device 600 which may imple-
ment any of the mobile devices A1-A3, P1 referred to
above. Referring to Fig 6A, the wireless communication
device is a mobile telecommunications terminal in the
form of a smartphone or a tablet computer (arranged with

a wireless communication interface), comprising a hous-
ing 610 in which a display 620 is arranged. In one em-
bodiment the display 620 is a touch display. In other em-
bodiments the display 620 is a non-touch display. Fur-
thermore, the smartphone 600 comprises two keys 630a,
630b. In this embodiment there are two keys 630, but
any number of keys is possible and depends on the de-
sign of the smartphone 600.
[0089] In one embodiment the smartphone 600 is con-
figured to display and operate a virtual key 635 on the
touch display 620. It should be noted that the number of
virtual keys 635 depends on the design of the smartphone
600 and an application that is executed on the smart-
phone 600. The smartphone 600 may also be equipped
with a camera 660. The camera 660 may be a digital
camera that is arranged to take video or still photographs
by recording images on an electronic image sensor (not
shown). In one embodiment the camera 660 may be an
external camera. In one embodiment the camera may
alternatively be replaced by a source providing an image
stream. The smartphone 600 may also be equipped with
a loudspeaker 640 and a microphone 645.
[0090] Referring to Fig 6B, a laptop computer 600 com-
prises a display 620 and a housing 610. The housing
comprises a controller or CPU (not shown) and one or
more computer-readable storage media (not shown),
such as storage units and internal memory. Examples of
storage units are disk drives or hard drives. The laptop
computer 600 further comprises at least one data port.
Data ports can be wired and/or wireless. Examples of
data ports are USB (Universal Serial Bus) ports, Ethernet
ports or WiFi (according to IEEE standard 802.11) ports.
Data ports are configured to enable the laptop computer
600 to connect with other computing devices or a server.
[0091] The laptop computer 600 further comprises at
least one input unit such as a keyboard 630. Other ex-
amples of input units are computer mice, touch pads,
touch screens or joysticks, to name a few.
[0092] The laptop computer 600 may further be
equipped with a camera 660. The camera 660 may be a
digital camera that is arranged to take video or still pho-
tographs by recording images on an electronic image
sensor (not shown). In one embodiment the camera 660
may be an external camera. In one embodiment the cam-
era may alternatively be replaced by a source providing
an image stream. The laptop computer 600 may also be
equipped with a loudspeaker 640 and a microphone 645.
The wireless communication device 600 according to Fig
6A or Fig 6B may be configured to detect and track an
object, for instance a hand of a user, via the camera 660.
[0093] Fig 7 shows a schematic view of the general
structure of a communication device according to Fig 6A
or Fig 6B. The device 700 comprises a controller 710
which is responsible for the overall operation of the wire-
less communication device 700 and is preferably imple-
mented by any commercially available CPU ("Central
Processing Unit"), DSP ("Digital Signal Processor") or
any other electronic programmable logic device. The
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controller 710 is configured to read instructions from a
memory 740 and execute these instructions to control
the operation of the wireless communication device 200.
The memory 740 may be implemented using any com-
monly known technology for computer-readable memo-
ries such as ROM, RAM, SRAM, DRAM, CMOS, FLASH,
DDR, SDRAM or some other memory technology. The
memory 740 is used for various purposes by the control-
ler 710, one of them being for storing application data
and program instructions 750 for various software mod-
ules in the wireless communication device 700. The soft-
ware modules may include a real-time operating system,
drivers for a user interface 720, an application handler
as well as various applications 750.
[0094] The wireless communication device 700 further
comprises the user interface 720, which in the devices
700 of Figs 6A and 6B is comprised of the display 620
and the keys 630, 635. The user interface may also com-
prise the microphone 645 and the loudspeaker 644.
[0095] The wireless communication device 700 further
comprises wireless communication means 730, which is
adapted to allow the wireless communication device 700
to communicate with other devices through the use of
different radio frequency technologies. More specifically,
the wireless communication means 730 comprises a first
communication interface 732 for short-range wireless
beacon broadcast messaging. The first communication
interface 732 may, advantageously, be implemented as
an iBeacon and/or Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)/Blue-
tooth 4.0 compliant communication interface.
[0096] Moreover, the wireless communication means
730 comprises a second communication interface 734
for communicating with a server like the system server
SS and/or the service provider SP via the communication
network NW. The communication with the server typically
occurs at a substantially higher bandwidth than the short-
range wireless beacon broadcast messaging. The server
may be a standalone computing resource external to the
wireless communication device 700, a cloud-based (dis-
tributed) computing resource, or, in alternative embodi-
ments, implemented at least partly in and by the wireless
communication device 700. The second communication
interface 734 may, advantageously, be implemented as
a communication interface compliant with IEEE 802.11,
IEEE 802.15, ZigBee, WirelessHART, WiFi, Bluetooth®,
WCDMA, HSPA, GSM, UTRAN, UMTS, and LTE, to
name a few. It should be noted that, as is commonly
known, the wireless communication means 730 may be
arranged to communicate according to more than one
technology and many different combinations may there-
fore be available; for example, a smartphone is common-
ly arranged to communicate according to the Bluetooth®
standard, the WiFi standard and the LTE standard.
[0097] The wireless communication device 700 is fur-
ther equipped with a camera 760. The camera 760 is a
digital camera that is arranged to take video or still pho-
tographs by recording images on an electronic image
sensor (not shown). The camera 760 is operably con-

nected to the controller 710 to provide the controller with
a video stream 765, i.e. the series of images captured,
for further processing possibly for use in and/or according
to one or several of the applications 750. In one embod-
iment the camera 760 is an external camera or source
of an image stream.
[0098] Fig 9 shows a schematic view of the general
structure of a communication device 900 which may im-
plement any of the beacon devices B1 or B1 as described
herein. The device 900 comprises a controller 910 which
is responsible for the overall operation of the wireless
communication device 900 and is preferably implement-
ed by any commercially available CPU ("Central
Processing Unit"), DSP ("Digital Signal Processor") or
any other electronic programmable logic device. The
controller 910 is configured to read instructions from a
memory 940 and execute these instructions to control
the operation of the wireless communication device 900.
The memory 940 may be implemented using any com-
monly known technology for computer-readable memo-
ries such as ROM, RAM, SRAM, DRAM, CMOS, FLASH,
DDR, SDRAM or some other memory technology. The
memory 940 is used for various purposes by the control-
ler 910, one of them being for storing application data
and program instructions 750 for software which defines
the device’s 900 operating as a beacon transmitting de-
vice.
[0099] The wireless communication device 900 further
comprises wireless communication means 930, which is
adapted to allow the wireless communication device 900
to communicate with other devices. More specifically, the
wireless communication means 930 comprises at least
a first communication interface 932 which supports short-
range wireless beacon broadcast messaging and may,
advantageously, be implemented as an iBeacon® and/or
Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)/Bluetooth 4.0 compliant
communication interface.
[0100] The wireless communication means 930 may
also comprise a second communication interface 934 for
communicating with a server like the system server SS
and/or the service provider SP via the communication
network NW. The second communication interface 934
will receive the refresh control data RCD when applicable
and may, advantageously, be implemented as a commu-
nication interface compliant with IEEE 802.11, IEEE
802.15, ZigBee, WirelessHART, WiFi, Bluetooth®,
WCDMA, HSPA, GSM, UTRAN, UMTS, and LTE, to
name a few.
[0101] References to ’computer-readable storage me-
dium’, ’computer program product’, ’tangibly embodied
computer program’ etc. or a ’controller’, ’computer’, ’proc-
essor’ etc. should be understood to encompass not only
computers having different architectures such as single
/multi- processor architectures and sequential (Von Neu-
mann)/parallel architectures but also specialized circuits
such as field-programmable gate arrays (FPGA), appli-
cation specific circuits (ASIC), signal processing devices
and other devices. References to computer program, in-
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structions, code etc. should be understood to encompass
software for a programmable processor or firmware such
as, for example, the programmable content of a hardware
device whether instructions for a processor, or configu-
ration settings for a fixed-function device, gate array or
programmable logic device etc.
[0102] Fig 8 shows a schematic view of a computer-
readable medium as described in the above. The com-
puter-readable medium 830 is in this embodiment a data
disc 830. In one embodiment the data disc 830 is a mag-
netic data storage disc. The data disc 830 is configured
to carry instructions 831 that when loaded into a control-
ler, such as a processor, executes a method or procedure
according to the embodiments disclosed above. The data
disc 830 is arranged to be connected to or within and
read by a reading device 832, for loading the instructions
into the controller. One such example of a reading device
832 in combination with one (or several) data disc(s) 830
is a hard drive. It should be noted that the computer-
readable medium can also be other media such as com-
pact discs, digital video discs, flash memories or other
memory technologies commonly used.
[0103] The instructions 831 may also be downloaded
to a computer data reading device 834, such as a laptop
computer or other device capable of reading computer
coded data on a computer-readable medium, by com-
prising the instructions 831 in a computer-readable signal
833 which is transmitted via a wireless (or wired) interface
(for example via the Internet) to the computer data read-
ing device 834 for loading the instructions 831 into a con-
troller. In such an embodiment the computer-readable
signal 833 is one type of a computer-readable medium
830. The instructions may be stored in a memory (not
shown explicitly in Fig 8, but referenced as 740 in Fig 8)
of the computer data reading device 834.
[0104] References to computer program, instructions,
code etc. should be understood to encompass software
for a programmable processor or firmware such as, for
example, the programmable content of a hardware de-
vice whether instructions for a processor, or configuration
settings for a fixed-function device, gate array or pro-
grammable logic device etc.
[0105] The various functionality described in this doc-
ument may be performed in part or fully in a wireless
communication device 700 or 900 comprising a controller
as disclosed above with reference to Figs 6A, 6B, 7 and
9, and/or caused to be performed by executing instruc-
tions stored on a computer-readable medium as dis-
closed with reference to Fig 8.
[0106] An additional advantage of applying the present
invention to a beacon system is that it will facilitate use
of db range check functionality. Typically, beacon trans-
mitter devices send the beacon advertisement signal at
full strength. It may be desired for beacon receiver de-
vices to be able to react selectively depending on dis-
tance to the transmitter. However, for reasons explained
previously in this document, there is a risk that passive
mobile beacon receiver devices become deafened out

already when first detecting the beacon transmitter de-
vice at a long distance, wherein they will be prevented
from db range check selectivity. The present invention
may serve to relieve this problem situation as well.
[0107] The location of applications programs, or apps,
as referred to in this document with respect to a hierar-
chical software model is not critical; hence, they may be
located at an application layer or alternatively at a lower
layer, such as for instance being part of an operating
system.
[0108] Even though the embodiments described
above are based on beacon systems where a first beacon
broadcast channel is represented by a first universally
unique identifier and a second beacon broadcast channel
is represented by a second universally unique identifier
which is different from the first universally unique identi-
fier, the invention may be applied also to other types of
beacon systems. For instance, the invention may be ap-
plied to beacon system like AltBeacon, URIBeacon and
Eddystone, which do not use a UUID but another form
of identity (such as a tiny URL) in the 31-byte GAP BLE
packet for the beacon advertisement signal.
[0109] The terms "first beacon broadcast channel" and
"second beacon broadcast channel" as used herein may
be construed to mean logically separable (by the intend-
ed receiver) communications over a beacon broadcast
medium. The logical separation may, for instance, be ob-
tained by including different identities in a beacon broad-
cast signal of any given format, wherein the different iden-
tities differentiate the first beacon broadcast channel from
the second beacon broadcast channel. The beacon
broadcast signal format may be hence the same for the
beacon advertisement signal and the beacon refresh sig-
nal, with the differentiation being made solely by the dif-
ferent identities included in the signals. In embodiments
where the beacon broadcast medium is iBeacon and/or
BLE, such different identities may, for instance, be dif-
ferent values of an UUID (cf UUID1 and UUID2 above).
[0110] The invention has mainly been described above
with reference to a few embodiments. However, as is
readily appreciated by a person skilled in the art, other
embodiments than the ones disclosed above are possi-
ble within the scope of the invention, as defined by the
appended patent claims.

Claims

1. A beacon communication system comprising:

one or more short-range wireless beacon trans-
mitter devices (B1-B2; A1-A3),
wherein a device (B1-B2; A1-A3) among the
short-range wireless beacon transmitter devic-
es is configured to repeatedly transmit a short-
range wireless beacon advertisement signal
(BA1-BA3) on one first beacon broadcast chan-
nel (UUID1) represented by one first universally
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unique identifier (UUID1), and
wherein a device (B1; B2; A2) among the short-
range wireless beacon transmitter devices
(B1-B2; A1-A3) is configured to temporarily trans-
mit a short-range wireless beacon refresh signal
(BR1; BR2) on one second beacon broadcast
channel (UUID2) represented by one second
universally unique identifier (UUID2), different
from the first universally unique identifier, the
beacon refresh signal being transmitted be-
tween two subsequent transmissions of the
short-range wireless beacon advertisement sig-
nal and being adapted to cause one or more
short-range wireless beacon receiver device
(P1) being in a passive mode to enter into a
short-range wireless beacon scanning mode,
thereby allowing said one or more short-range
wireless beacon receiver devices (P1) to receive
the short-range wireless beacon advertisement
signal (BA1-BA3) on the first beacon broadcast
channel (UUID1) and switch to an active mode.

2. The beacon communication system as defined in
claim 1, wherein the beacon refresh signal transmit-
ting device (B1; B2; A2) is configured to transmit the
short-range wireless beacon refresh signal (BR1;
BR2) on the second beacon broadcast channel
(UUID2) at a defined occasion.

3. The beacon communication system as defined in
claim 2, wherein the defined occasion is one of the
following:

the occurrence of a predefined time value being
monitored by the beacon refresh signal trans-
mitting device (B1; B2; A2), or
the expiration of a predefined timer value being
monitored by the beacon refresh signal trans-
mitting device (B1; B2; A2).

4. The beacon communication system as defined in
claim 2, wherein the defined occasion is determined
(S22) by the beacon refresh signal transmitting de-
vice (A2) as a result of having detected transmission
on the first beacon broadcast channel (UUID1) by
another device (A1) among the short-range wireless
beacon transmitter devices (A1-A3).

5. The beacon communication system as defined in
claim 2 and further comprising a server (SS; SP),
wherein the defined occasion is determined (S22)
by the beacon refresh signal transmitting device (A2)
as a result of having been informed by the server
that no passive mobile devices have registered (S12-
S14) hearing the short-range wireless beacon ad-
vertisement signal (BA2) from the beacon refresh
signal transmitting device (A2).

6. The beacon communication system as defined in
claim 2 or 3 and further comprising a server (SS;
SP), wherein the defined occasion is based on re-
fresh control data (RCD) sent by the server to the
beacon refresh signal transmitting device (B1; B2;
A2).

7. The beacon communication system as defined in
claim 6, wherein the refresh control data (RCD) con-
tains a refresh command, the refresh command trig-
gering the beacon refresh signal transmitting device
(B1; B2; A2) to transmit the short-range wireless bea-
con refresh signal (BR1; BR2) on the second beacon
broadcast channel (UUID2).

8. The beacon communication system as defined in
claim 1 and further comprising a server (SS; SP),
wherein the server (SS) is configured for:

receiving (S12, S30) respective reports from
beacon receiver devices (P1) being in the pas-
sive mode when having detected respective
beacon advertisement signals (BA1-BA3) from
the short-range wireless beacon transmitter de-
vices (A1-A3) on the first beacon broadcast
channel (UUID1);
registering (S14, S32) a relation between the
reporting beacon receiver device (P1) being in
the passive mode and the beacon transmitter
device (A1; A2) whose beacon advertisement
signal it detected;
receiving (S18, S40) an enquiry from one of the
beacon transmitter devices (A1; A3), wherein the
enquiry identifies at least one of the beacon
transmitter devices (A1; A1-A2); and
responding (S20, S42) to the enquiring beacon
transmitter device (A1; A3) with information
about beacon receiver devices (P1) being in the
passive mode for which a relation with the iden-
tified beacon transmitter device (A1; A1-A2) has
been registered.

9. The beacon communication system as defined in
claim 8, wherein the enquiring beacon transmitter
device (A3) is different from the identified transmitter
device (A1, A2).

10. The beacon communication system as defined in
claim 8, wherein the enquiring beacon transmitter
device (A1) is the identified beacon transmitter de-
vice (A1).

11. The beacon communication system as defined in
claim 1 and further comprising a server (SS; SP),
wherein the server (SS) is configured for:

receiving respective reports from beacon receiv-
er devices (P1-P3) being in the passive mode
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when having detected respective beacon re-
fresh signals (BR1-BR3) from the short-range
wireless beacon transmitter devices (A1-A3) on
the second beacon broadcast channel (UUID2);
registering a relation (1110, 1120) between the
reporting beacon receiver device (P1, P3) being
in the passive mode and the beacon transmitter
device (A1, A2) whose beacon refresh signal it
detected;
receiving an enquiry from one of the beacon
transmitter devices (A2); and
responding to the enquiring beacon transmitter
device (A2) with information pertaining to regis-
tered relations between the enquiring beacon
transmitter device (A2) and beacon receiver de-
vices (P1) being in the passive mode, wherein
the information serves to enable the enquiring
beacon transmitter device (A2) to determine
whether a beacon refresh signal (BR2) is to be
sent.

12. The beacon communication system as defined in
claim 11, wherein the server (SS) is further config-
ured for:
removing a registered relation (1120) between a
beacon receiver device (P3) being in the passive
mode and a beacon transmitter device (A2) either
upon receiving a report from the beacon receiver de-
vice (P3) being in the passive mode that it no longer
receives beacon refresh signals from the beacon
transmitter device (A2), or when a threshold time has
elapsed since the registration of the relation (1120).

13. A method of operating a beacon communication sys-
tem which comprises one or more short-range wire-
less beacon transmitter devices (B1-B2; A1-A3), at
least one of which is configured to repeatedly trans-
mit (210) a short-range wireless beacon advertise-
ment signal (BA1-BA3) on one first beacon broadcast
channel (UUID1) represented by one first universally
unique identifier (UUID1), wherein the method in-
volves:
causing (220) a device (B1; B2; A2) among the short-
range wireless beacon transmitter devices (B1-B2;
A1-A3) to temporarily transmit a short-range wireless
beacon refresh signal (BR1; BR2) on one second
beacon broadcast channel (UUID2) represented by
one second universally unique identifier (UUID2),
different from the first universally unique identifier,
the beacon refresh signal being transmitted between
two subsequent transmissions of the short-range
wireless beacon advertisement signal and being
adapted to cause (230) one or more short-range
wireless beacon receiver devices (P1) being in a pas-
sive mode to enter into a short-range wireless bea-
con scanning mode, thereby allowing said one or
more short-range wireless beacon receiver devices
(P1) to receive the short-range wireless beacon ad-

vertisement signal (BA1-BA3) on the first beacon
broadcast channel (UUID1) and switch to an active
mode.

Patentansprüche

1. Beacon-Kommunikationssystem, umfassend:

eine oder mehrere Beacon-Drahtlos-Sender-
vorrichtungen mit geringer Reichweite (B1-B2;
A1-A3),
wobei eine Vorrichtung (B1-B2; A1-A3) unter den
Beacon-Drahtlos-Sendervorrichtungen mit ge-
ringer Reichweite konfiguriert ist, wiederholt ein
Beacon-Drahtlos-Ankündigungssignal mit ge-
ringer Reichweite (BA1-BA3) auf einem ersten
Beacon-Broadcastkanal (UUID1) zu übertra-
gen, der durch eine erste universell eindeutigen
Kennung (UUID1) dargestellt ist, und
wobei eine Vorrichtung (B1; B2; A2) unter den
Beacon-Drahtlos-Sendervorrichtungen mit ge-
ringer Reichweite (B1-B2; A1-A3) konfiguriert ist,
temporär ein Beacon-Drahtlos-Aktualisierungs-
signal mit geringer Reichweite (BR1; BR2) auf
einem zweiten Beacon-Broadcastkanal
(UUID2) zu übertragen, der durch eine zweite
universell eindeutige Kennung (UUID2) darge-
stellt ist, die sich von der ersten universell ein-
deutigen Kennung unterscheidet, wobei das Be-
acon-Aktualisierungssignal zwischen zwei auf-
einander folgenden Übertragungen des Bea-
con-Drahtlos-Ankündigungssignals mit gerin-
ger Reichweite übertragen wird und angepasst
ist, eine oder mehrere Beacon-Drahtlos-Emp-
fängervorrichtungen mit geringer Reichweite
(P1) in einem passiven Modus zu veranlassen,
in einen Beacon-Drahtlos-Scannermodus mit
geringer Reichweite einzutreten, wodurch die
eine oder die mehreren Beacon-Drahtlos-Emp-
fängervorrichtungen mit geringer Reichweite
(P1) in der Lage sind, das Beacon-Drahtlos-An-
kündigungssignal mit geringer Reichweite
(BA1-BA3) auf dem ersten Beacon-Broadcast-
kanal (UUID1) zu empfangen und in einen akti-
ven Modus umzuschalten.

2. Beacon-Kommunikationssystem nach Anspruch 1,
wobei die Beacon-Aktualisierungssignalsendevor-
richtung (B1; B2; A2) konfiguriert ist, zu einem defi-
nierten Anlass das Beacon-Aktualisierungssignal
mit geringer Reichweite (BR1; BR2) auf dem zweiten
Beacon-Broadcastkanal (UUID2) zu übertragen.

3. Beacon-Kommunikationssystem nach Anspruch 2,
wobei der definierte Anlass einer der folgenden ist:

Auftreten eines vorgegebenen Zeitwerts, der
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durch die Beacon-Aktualisierungssignalsende-
vorrichtung (B1; B2; A2) überwacht wird, oder
Ablaufen eines vorgegebenen Timerwerts, der
durch die Beacon-Aktualisierungssignalsende-
vorrichtung (B1; B2; A2) überwacht wird.

4. Beacon-Kommunikationssystem nach Anspruch 2,
wobei der definierte Anlass durch die Beacon-
Aktualisierungssignalsendevorrichtung (A2) als Er-
gebnis der Erkennung einer Übertragung auf dem
ersten Beacon-Broadcastkanal (UUID1) durch eine
andere Vorrichtung (A1) unter den Beacon-Drahtlos-
Sendervorrichtungen mit geringer Reichweite
(A1-A3) festgestellt (S22) wird.

5. Beacon-Kommunikationssystem nach Anspruch 2
und ferner umfassend einen Server (SS; SP), wobei
der definierte Anlass durch die Beacon-Aktualisie-
rungssignalsendevorrichtung (A2) als Ergebnis der
Information durch den Server festgestellt (S22) wird,
dass keine passiven mobilen Vorrichtungen regist-
riert (S12-S14) haben, das Beacon-Drahtlos-Ankün-
digungssignal mit geringer Reichweite (BA2) von der
Beacon-Aktualisierungssignalsendevorrichtung
(A2) zu hören.

6. Beacon-Kommunikationssystem nach Anspruch 2
oder 3 und ferner umfassend einen Server (SS; SP),
wobei der definierte Anlass auf Aktualisierungssteu-
erdaten (Refresh Control Data RCD) basiert, die von
dem Server an die Beacon-Aktualisierungssignal-
sendevorrichtung (B1; B2; A2) gesendet werden.

7. Beacon-Kommunikationssystem nach Anspruch 6,
wobei die Aktualisierungssteuerdaten (Refresh
Control Data RCD) einen Aktualisierungsbefehl um-
fassen, und der Aktualisierungsbefehl die Beacon-
Aktualisierungssignalsendevorrichtung (B1; B2; A2)
veranlasst, das Beacon-Aktualisierungssignal mit
geringer Reichweite (BR1; BR2) auf dem zweiten Be-
acon-Broadcastkanal (UUID2) zu übertragen.

8. Beacon-Kommunikationssystem nach Anspruch 1
und ferner umfassend einen Server (SS; SP), wobei
der Server (SS) konfiguriert ist zum:

Empfangen (S12, S30) jeweiliger Meldungen
von Beacon-Empfängervorrichtungen (P1), die
sich im passiven Modus befinden, wenn sie je-
weilige Beacon-Ankündigungssignale
(BA1-BA3) von den Beacon-Drahtlos-Sender-
vorrichtungen mit geringer Reichweite (A1-A3)
auf dem ersten Beacon-Broadcastkanal
(UUID1) erkannt haben;
Registrieren (S14, S32) einer Beziehung zwi-
schen der meldenden Beacon-Empfängervor-
richtung (P1), die sich im passiven Modus befin-
det, und der Beacon-Sendervorrichtung (A1;

A2), deren Beacon-Ankündigungssignal sie er-
kannt hat;
Empfangen (S18, S40) einer Anfrage von einer
der Beacon-Sendervorrichtungen (A1; A3), wo-
bei die Anfrage mindestens eine der Beacon-
Sendervorrichtungen (A1; A1-A2) identifiziert;
und
Antworten (S20, S42) an die anfragende Bea-
con-Sendervorrichtung (A1; A3) mit Informatio-
nen zu Beacon-Empfängervorrichtungen (P1),
die sich im passiven Modus befinden, für die ei-
ne Beziehung zu der identifizierten Beacon-
Sendervorrichtung (A1; A1-A2) registriert wurde.

9. Beacon-Kommunikationssystem nach Anspruch 8,
wobei die anfragende Beacon-Sendervorrichtung
(A3) von der identifizierten Sendervorrichtung (A1,
A2) verschieden ist.

10. Beacon-Kommunikationssystem nach Anspruch 8,
wobei die anfragende Beacon-Sendervorrichtung
(A1) die identifizierte Beacon-Sendervorrichtung
(A1) ist.

11. Beacon-Kommunikationssystem nach Anspruch 1
und ferner umfassend einen Server (SS; SP), wobei
der Server (SS) konfiguriert ist zum:

Empfangen jeweiliger Meldungen von Beacon-
Empfängervorrichtungen (P1-P3), die sich im
passiven Modus befinden, wenn sie jeweilige
Beacon-Aktualisierungssignale (BR1-BR3) von
den Beacon-Drahtlos-Sendervorrichtungen mit
geringer Reichweite (A1-A3) auf dem zweiten
Beacon-Broadcastkanal (UUID2) erkannt ha-
ben;
Registrieren einer Beziehung (1110, 1120) zwi-
schen der meldenden Beacon-Empfängervor-
richtung (P1, P3), die sich im passiven Modus
befindet, und der Beacon-Sendervorrichtung
(A1; A2), deren Beacon-Aktualisierungssignal
sie erkannt hat;
Empfangen einer Anfrage von einer der Bea-
con-Sendervorrichtungen (A2); und
Antworten an die anfragende Beacon-Sender-
vorrichtung (A2) mit Informationen bezüglich re-
gistrierter Beziehungen zwischen der anfragen-
den Beacon-Sendervorrichtung (A2) und den
Beacon-Empfängervorrichtungen (P1) im passi-
ven Modus, wobei die Information dazu dient,
die anfragende Beacon-Sendervorrichtung (A2)
in die Lage zu versetzen, festzustellen, ob ein
Beacon-Aktualisierungssignal (BR2) gesendet
werden soll.

12. Beacon-Kommunikationssystem nach Anspruch 11,
wobei der Server (SS) ferner konfiguriert ist zum:
Entfernen einer registrierten Beziehung (1120) zwi-
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schen einer Beacon-Empfängervorrichtung (P3) in
dem passiven Modus und einer Beacon-Sendervor-
richtung (A2) entweder bei Empfangen einer Mel-
dung von der Beacon-Empfängervorrichtung (P3) im
passiven Modus, dass sie keine Beacon-Aktualisie-
rungssignale mehr von der Beacon-Sendervorrich-
tung (A2) empfängt, oder bei Verstreichen einer
Schwellenzeit seit der Registrierung der Beziehung
(1120).

13. Verfahren zum Betrieb eines Beacon-Kommunikati-
onssystems, das eine oder mehrere Beacon-Draht-
los-Sendervorrichtungen mit geringer Reichweite
(B1-B2; A1-A3) umfasst, von denen mindestens eine
konfiguriert ist, wiederholt ein Beacon-Drahtlos-An-
kündigungssignal mit geringer Reichweite
(BA1-BA3) auf einem ersten Beacon-Broadcastka-
nal (UUID1) zu übertragen (210), der durch eine ers-
te universell eindeutige Kennung (UUID1) darge-
stellt ist, wobei das Verfahren umfasst:
Veranlassen (220) einer Vorrichtung (B1; B2; A2) un-
ter den Beacon-Drahtlos-Sendervorrichtungen mit
geringer Reichweite (B1-B2; A1-A3), temporär ein
Beacon-Drahtlos-Aktualisierungssignal mit geringer
Reichweite (BR1; BR2) auf einem zweiten Beacon-
Broadcastkanal (UUID2) zu übertragen, der durch
eine zweite universell eindeutige Kennung (UUID2)
dargestellt ist, die sich von der ersten universell ein-
deutigen Kennung unterscheidet, wobei das Bea-
con-Aktualisierungssignal zwischen zwei aufeinan-
der folgenden Übertragungen des Beacon-Drahtlos-
Ankündigungssignals mit geringer Reichweite über-
tragen wird und geeignet ist, einen oder mehrere Be-
acon-Drahtlos-Empfängervorrichtungen mit gerin-
ger Reichweite (P1) in einem passiven Modus zu ver-
anlassen (230), in einen Beacon-Drahtlos-Scanner-
modus mit geringer Reichweite einzutreten, wo-
durch die eine oder die mehreren Beacon-Drahtlos-
Empfängervorrichtungen mit geringer Reichweite
(P1) in der Lage sind, das Beacon-Drahtlos-Ankün-
digungssignal mit geringer Reichweite (BA1-BA3)
auf dem ersten Beacon-Broadcastkanal (UUID1) zu
empfangen und in einen aktiven Modus umzuschal-
ten.

Revendications

1. Un système de communication par balise compre-
nant:

un ou plusieurs dispositifs émetteurs de balises
sans fil de courte portée (B1-B2 ; A1-A3) dans
lequel un dispositif (B1-B2 ; A1-A3) parmi les dis-
positifs émetteurs de balises sans fil de courte
portée est configuré pour transmettre de maniè-
re répétée un signal d’annonce de balise sans
fil de courte portée (BA1-BA3) sur un premier

canal de diffusion de balise (UUID 1) représenté
par un premier identifiant universellement uni-
que (UUID 1), et
dans lequel un dispositif (B1 ; B2 ; A2) parmi les
dispositifs de transmission de balises sans fil à
courte portée (B1-B2 ; A1-A3) est configuré pour
transmettre temporairement un signal de rafraî-
chissement de balise sans fil à courte portée
(BR1 ; BR2) sur un deuxième canal de diffusion
de balise (UUID2) représenté par un deuxième
identifiant universellement unique (UUID2), dif-
férent du premier identifiant universellement
unique, le signal de rafraîchissement de balise
étant transmis entre deux transmissions ulté-
rieures du signal d’annonce de balise sans fil de
courte portée et étant adapté pour faire entrer
un ou plusieurs dispositifs récepteurs de balise
sans fil de courte portée (P1) étant dans un mode
passif pour entrer dans un mode de balayage
de balise sans fil de courte portée, permettant
ainsi audit ou auxdits dispositifs de réception de
balises de courte portée sans fil (P1) de recevoir
le signal d’annonce des balises de courte portée
sans fil (BA1-BA3) sur le premier canal de diffu-
sion de balises (UUID1) et de passer en mode
actif.

2. Système de communication par balise selon la re-
vendication 1, dans lequel le dispositif de transmis-
sion de signal de rafraîchissement de balise (B1 ;
B2 ; A2) est configuré pour transmettre le signal de
rafraîchissement de balise sans fil à courte portée
(BR1 ; BR2) sur le deuxième canal de diffusion de
balise (UUID2) à une occasion définie.

3. Système de communication par balise selon la re-
vendication 2, dans lequel l’occasion définie est l’une
des suivantes :

l’occurrence d’une valeur de temps prédéfinie
contrôlée par le dispositif de transmission du si-
gnal de rafraîchissement de la balise (B1 ; B2 ;
A2), ou
l’expiration d’une valeur de temps prédéfinie
contrôlée par le dispositif de transmission du si-
gnal de rafraîchissement de la balise (B1 ; B2 ;
A2).

4. Système de communication par balise selon la re-
vendication 2, dans lequel l’occasion définie est dé-
terminée (S22) par le dispositif d’émission de signal
de rafraîchissement de balise (A2) en raison de la
détection d’une transmission sur le premier canal de
diffusion de balise (UUID1) par un autre dispositif
(A1) parmi les dispositifs d’émission de balises sans
fil à courte portée (A1-A3).

5. Système de communication par balise selon la re-
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vendication 2 et comprenant en outre un serveur
(SS ; SP), dans lequel l’occasion définie est déter-
minée (S22) par le dispositif de transmission du si-
gnal de rafraîchissement de la balise (A2) du fait
d’avoir été informé par le serveur qu’aucun dispositif
mobile passif n’a enregistré (S12-S14) l’audition du
signal d’annonce de la balise sans fil à courte portée
(BA2) du dispositif de transmission du signal de ra-
fraîchissement de la balise (A2).

6. Système de communication par balise selon la re-
vendication 2 ou 3 et comprenant en outre un serveur
(SS ; SP), dans lequel l’occasion définie est basée
sur des données de contrôle de rafraîchissement
(RCD) envoyées par le serveur au dispositif de trans-
mission du signal de rafraîchissement de la balise
(B1 ; B2 ; A2).

7. Système de communication par balise selon la re-
vendication 6, dans lequel les données de comman-
de de rafraîchissement (RCD) contiennent une com-
mande de rafraîchissement, la commande de rafraî-
chissement déclenchant le dispositif de transmission
de signal de rafraîchissement de balise (B1 ; B2 ; A2)
pour transmettre le signal de rafraîchissement de
balise sans fil à courte portée (BR1 ; BR2) sur le
deuxième canal de diffusion de balise (UUID2).

8. Système de communication par balise selon la re-
vendication 1 et comprenant en outre un serveur
(SS ; SP), dans lequel le serveur (SS) est configuré
pour :

recevoir (S12, S30) les rapports respectifs des
dispositifs récepteurs de balises (P1) se trouvant
en mode passif lorsqu’ils ont détecté les signaux
d’annonces respectifs des balises (BA1-BA3) à
partir des dispositifs émetteurs de balises sans
fil à courte portée (A1-A3) sur le premier canal
de diffusion des balises (UUID1) ;
l’enregistrement (S14, S32) d’une relation entre
le dispositif récepteur de la balise de signalisa-
tion (P1) qui est en mode passif et le dispositif
émetteur de la balise (A1 ; A2) dont il a détecté
le signal de d’annonce de la balise ;
recevoir (S18, S40) une demande d’un des dis-
positifs émetteurs de balises (A1 ; A3), dans le-
quel la demande identifie au moins un des dis-
positifs émetteurs de balises (A1 ; A1-A2) ; et
répondre (S20, S42) au dispositif émetteur de
balises demandeur (A1 ; A3) avec des informa-
tions sur les dispositifs récepteurs de balises
(P1) qui sont en mode passif pour lesquels une
relation avec le dispositif émetteur de balises
identifié (A1 ; A1-A2) a été enregistrée.

9. Système de communication par balise selon la re-
vendication 8, dans lequel le dispositif émetteur de

balise demandeur (A3) est différent du dispositif
émetteur identifié (A1, A2).

10. Système de communication par balise selon la re-
vendication 8, dans lequel le dispositif émetteur de
balise demandeur (A1) est le dispositif émetteur
identifié (A1).

11. Système de communication par balise selon la re-
vendication 1 et comprenant en outre un serveur
(SS ; SP), dans lequel le serveur (SS) est configuré
pour :

recevoir les rapports respectifs à partir des dis-
positifs récepteurs de balises (P1-P3) se trou-
vant en mode passif lorsqu’ils ont détecté les
signaux de rafraîchissement respectifs des ba-
lises (BR1-BR3) des dispositifs émetteurs de ba-
lises sans fil à courte portée (A1-A3) sur le
deuxième canal de diffusion des balises
(UUID2) ;
enregistrer une relation (1110, 1120) entre le
dispositif récepteur de la balise de signalisation
(P1, P3) qui est en mode passif et le dispositif
émetteur de la balise (A1, A2) dont il a détecté
le signal de rafraîchissement de la balise ;
recevoir une demande de l’un des dispositifs
émetteurs de balises (A2) ; et
répondre au dispositif émetteur de balises de-
mandeur (A2) avec des informations concernant
les relations enregistrées entre le dispositif
émetteur de balises demandeur (A2) et les dis-
positifs récepteurs de balises (P1) se trouvant
en mode passif, dans lequel les informations
servent à permettre au dispositif émetteur de
balises demandeur (A2) de déterminer si un si-
gnal de rafraîchissement de balises (BR2) doit
être envoyé.

12. Système de communication par balise selon la re-
vendication 11, dans lequel le serveur (SS) est en
outre configuré pour :
supprimer une relation enregistrée (1120) entre un
dispositif récepteur de balise (P3) en mode passif et
un dispositif émetteur de balise (A2), soit à la récep-
tion d’un rapport du dispositif récepteur de balise
(P3) en mode passif selon lequel il ne reçoit plus de
signaux de rafraîchissement de balise à partir du dis-
positif émetteur de balise (A2), soit lorsqu’un temps
seuil s’est écoulé depuis l’enregistrement de la re-
lation (1120).

13. Procédé d’exploitation d’un système de communi-
cation par balise qui comprend un ou plusieurs dis-
positifs émetteurs de balises sans fil de courte portée
(B1-B2 ; A1-A3), dont au moins un est configuré pour
transmettre de manière répétée (210) un signal d’an-
nonce de balise sans fil de courte portée (BA1-BA3)
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sur un premier canal de diffusion de balise (UUID1)
représenté par un premier identifiant universelle-
ment unique (UUID1), dans lequel le procédé con-
siste à :
forcer (220) un dispositif (B1 ; B2 ; A2) parmi les dis-
positifs de transmission de balises sans fil à courte
portée (B1-B2 ; A1-A3) à transmettre temporaire-
ment un signal de rafraîchissement de balise sans
fil à courte portée (BR1 ; BR2) sur un deuxième canal
de diffusion de balise (UUID2) représenté par un
deuxième identifiant universellement unique
(UUID2), différent du premier identifiant universelle-
ment unique, le signal de rafraîchissement de balise
étant transmis entre deux transmissions ultérieures
du signal d’annonce de balise sans fil de courte por-
tée et étant adapté pour forcer (230) un ou plusieurs
dispositifs récepteurs de balise sans fil de courte por-
tée (P1) en mode passif pour entrer en mode balaya-
ge de balise sans fil de courte portée, permettant
ainsi audit ou auxdits dispositifs de réception de ba-
lises de courte portée sans fil (P1) de recevoir le si-
gnal d’annonce des balises de courte portée sans fil
(BA1-BA3) sur le premier canal de diffusion de bali-
ses (UUID1) et de passer en mode actif.
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